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Food Enough For All
(For tie t berg)

by Jimmye Hillman*

Will there be enough land to feed and clothe the world
properly? Depending on one's level of social perception and
on his commitment to economic logic, there are a variety of
answers to that question. The extreme answers are: (1)
there has never been enough land, and (2) there has always
been enough.

Many of us who are committed to the logic of economics,
in the train of Adam Smith, David Ricardo, and more recent
so- called land economists (now resource economists), have
often been fascinated by the economizing exercise (allocat-
ing scarce resources to competing ends) when applied to the
land factor. In particular, I often become engrossed as a
traditional- economist (I don't classify myself among the pro-
fessional resource economists) in the argument over the
demand for and supply of land. The latest dimension, of
course, is the current spate of land use proposals, legisla-
tion, and regulations.

I shall be more concerned with the generic argument over
land supply for future food and fiber needs rather than

*Head, Department of Agricultural Economics

specific quanta on acres, hectacres, and man -land ratios.
My theme is based on the notion that man has the ability and
intelligence to lessen his dependency on cropland and tradi-
tional agriculture, thereby reducing the real costs of produc-
ing food despite current population growth (8). The more
pessimistic view holds that limited land area and/or a declin-
ing land resource base relegate man to decreasing food
potential and a lower living standard. I find it ironic that
economics, long labelled the dismal science, needs demon-
strate that a bleak outlook for food is incompatible with
economic phenomena and behavior.

There are two facets to our topic that address the food -

population equation: world population, which in our case is
the nominal figure 6 billion; and the resource base, which in
this instance is limited to land. The population side of the
equation will be left to demographers, right -to- lifers, nutri-
tionists, and others. Suffice to say, population phenomena
are highly complex and it is not implied that any serious
treatment of resource utilization can be complete without
dealing with them. My approach, however, will be limited to
indirect commentary on general studies about the world
food supply- studies which have been conducted in the past
several years.



Before beginning that commentary, a brief digression on
economic analysis and the population statistic seems appro-
priate. In the past, too many economic studies on demand
for food and fiber treated the population statistic as a
"given," an independent variable. This treatment caused no
little mischief and misunderstanding because the dynamics
of interaction between variables never seemed to emerge.
Population was always a "cause" in the equations built,
beginning with a 1920s methodology.

It wasn't until relatively recently that the importance of the
interaction became so apparent. We have learned that popu-
lation is not a static, sterile statistic, but instead is like other
variables in an economic equation, dependent on a host of
factors, both obvious and subtle. Population cannot be
treated as a secular variable, a natural phenomenon ordain-
ing change, without itself being acutely affected by the other
variables. The current 3.9 billion people of the world, like the
6 billion which will likely occur sometime before the year
2000, will be greatly dependent on what happens in a
dynamic sense with respect to other factors, including their
own institutions.

The Food Situation, 1977
Several major studies of the world food situation have

been conducted since the unusual circumstances that began
in 1972. The May 9, 1975, issue of Science magazine was
devoted entirely to the general subject of food. It encapsu-
lates some of the results of those studies (3). Some general
conclusions have come from these studies and from all the
efforts of international, national, state and local, and private
organizations. For sake of brevity, I shall construct and
enumerate my list of major conclusions. Those who are in-
terested in more detail might go to the studies themselves
which are documented liberally in Science.

1. The tight food situation of 1972 -1975 resulted from a
combined series of anomalous events which are not likely to
reoccur, in a statistical sense, in the near future.

2. Recent agricultural production problems were
compounded by rapid economic growth around the world
reduced capacity in the fertilizer industry, high energy and
petroleum prices, rapid inflation, and major monetary
adjustments.

3. Two principal food problems that have been evident for
25 years surfaced dramatically in 1972 -74: the increasing
grain import needs of the developing world and the unpre-
dictable, but increasingly large, grain purchases by the state -
planned economies.

4. Past trends, if sustained, indicate that surplus food
production in developed countries will match food deficits
in developing countries. But transferring of mass volumes
of food internationally on concessional (food aid) terms
involves conditions, such as depressing investment in
production agriculture in recipient countries which seem
undesirable.

5. Inadequate productivity and low incomes usually result
in malnutrition. To correct this problem incomes must be
increased. But marginal amounts of food might have to be
sent to the malnourished in the near future.
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6. Some form of food stocks are necessary for emer-
gency relief, to cover shortfalls in production in developing
countries, and to buffer unexpected and preventable disrup-
tion in supply.

7. Elimination of international trade barriers must be part
of any worldwide campaign to solve the fundamental na-
ture of food and nutritional problems.

8. Ultimately, countries or homogeneous geographical
regions must produce a large part of their own staple

foodstuffs. Imports, whether by way of commercial exchange
or by food aid, may play a vital role, but domestic resources
must be made to produce more fully for domestic needs.

9. There are sufficient resources to increase food produc-
tion substantially in the next 25 years. Land, labor, water,
fertilizer, technology, and other forms of capital are avail-
able to increase production and buy time while problems
connected with population numbers and malnutrition are
dealt with.

Let us now turn to the topic of land and its use. Before
doing so, a few remarks of food production and availability
will facilitate an understanding of the context of that discus-



sion. It occurs to me that in conventional literature and de-
bate not enough emphasis has been placed on increasing
food supplies by, what I shall call here, "changing the mix."
Methods of increasing the food supply through area expan-
sion and /or yield increases have dominated our thinking.

If more food must be produced and made available, there
are many other means to do it. A small list will suffice: more
direct consumption of grain, increasing the palatability of
now unpalatable foods, conservation of food through better

marketing and preservation, increased harvest, improve-
ment of retrieval and prevention of deterioration, and many
others. These points buttress and overlap with familiar points
made about the farmer's share of the consumer's dollar, the
fraction of personable disposable income spent on food, and
the energy costs involved in the food bill in various countries.
In sum, there is tremendous elasticity in the amount of world
and U.S. food and a great flexibility in diets, as economic
growth takes place.

Nature of the Land Factor
Land economics is complicated by the many ways people

view land. A basic approach is the idea of land as space. In
this country,and other capitalistic -type societies, there is also
the land -as- property- rights issue. Then, there is what I term
the "physiocratic" mentality with respect to land. Included in
my physiocratic syndrome are not only those who hold, as
did those French philosophers, that land accounts for the
generation of all economic activity, but also those who hold
that land holders, farmers, and lovers of the bucolic life
are somehow more productive and "superior" to their city
brethren.

Resource economists emphasize land as function which
is economically akin to biologists who view it as process.
Modern capitalism has treated land as a commodity, as sec-
urity against inflation, and even as an object of speculation.
While recognizing these as legitimate concerns of the
economist, the balance of my remarks will be limited gener-
ally to land as a recipient of a functional share of national
income when used as an agricultural input, and to the gen-
eral outlook on land needs.

When I was a boy in the 1930s on a very small, general
purpose farm in southern Mississippi (what economists now
call a peasant or subsistence farm in developing countries),
the principal ingredients of production were land, man, mule,
and Georgia -stock plow. The principal expenses were land
taxes and the mule. The value of my labor was marginal, as
alternatives for my time were almost nonexistent and as the
market price of farm output was very low. Modern technol-
ogy, particularly the fertilizer revolution, had not arrived. It
was man, mule, and land. To the land was attributed that
share of productivity commensurate with its capabilities.
And, since labor was cheap, much of our time was spent
in those soil -building, soil- conserving, and soil -reclaiming
activities of the early New Deal farm programs.

Since moving to Arizona in 1950, I have witnessed the
amount of cultivated land remain stable at about 1,200,000
irrigated acres while production has soared in diverse ways.
I have said nothing of costs and profits, simply the observa-
tion about substitutability of other components of production
for land. Most economists can appreciate the importance
attached to land as a factor responsible for increases in
output. Its quantity, its quality, its flexibility in the production
equation have always been of great significance. Since
World War II, however, farm land has declined relative to all
factors in the production equation, except farm labor.

Table 1 shows the use of selected components from
1950 -1973. With 1950 as a base year (1950 =100), the use
of fertilizer and liming materials increased by 288 percent.
Use of mechanical power and machinery increased by 30
percent and all other inputs by 61 percent. Farm real estate
use decreased by 9 percent, and farm labor decreased
much more. During the same 24 -year period, total farm pro-
duction increased by 58 percent.

We should distinguish total cropland from land actually
used for crops, a distinction not always understood by the
layman. This distinction is important when we try to make
sense out of our own land use statistics, as well as those of
international origin. Thus, Heady and Timmons observe that
although United States' cropland has remained practically



Table 1. Quantities of selected farm imputs, 1950 -73 (1950 = 100).1

Year Labor
Farm

Real Estate
Mechanical Power

and Machinery
Fertilizer and

Liming Materials All Other Inputs
1950 100 100 100 100 100
1951 100 101 107 113 104
1952 96 100 112 123 107
1953 92 100 114 131 106
1954 88 100 114 135 107
1955 85 100 115 140 110
1956 80 97 116 138 113
1957 75 97 115 144 111
1958 72 95 115 148 117
1959 70 95 116 168 123
1960 67 94 114 169 123
1961 65 94 112 180 128
1962 62 94 114 194 131
1963 60 94 114 218 134
1964 58 95 115 237 137
1965 55 94 118 249 139
1966 51 93 123 281 143
1967 50 94 124 312 147
1968 48 93 127 335 151
1969 47 92 127 344 155
1970 45 92 125 354 158
1971 44 91 128 377 157
1972 42 94 127 376 162
19732 45 91 130 388 161

11973 Handbook of Agricultural Charts, Agricultural Handbook No. 455, U. S. Dept. of Agr., October 1973.
2Preliminary figures.

constant for a quarter of a century, the land actually used in
crops in 1972 declined 14 percent from the all -time high of
387 million acres in 1949 (4).

The decline of over 50 million acres included land idled
under federal land retirement programs in an effort to lessen
surplus production of food and fiber. Federal farm programs,
by making land "scarce," resulted in increased yields on
allotted crop acres. But it had one questionable side effect:
the price of farm land increased. In effect, farmers used
production payments to increase yields on the remaining
crop acres that they were allowed to plant and harvest. They
did so because prices were maintained at above market -

equilibrium rates. This encouraged yet more production, and
so on. Benefits of farm programs were ultimately capitalized
into farm real estate values. Because of that, the programs
of land manipulation soon lost their effectiveness in improv-
ing farm incomes.

It will be interesting to follow what happens to land as a
factor in the farm production equation now that idled acres
have been called back into production and as the abandon-
ment of farm programs of the 1950s and 1960s create more
changes.
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Facts demonstrate that cropland and land planted and
harvested, far from being a static factor in our macro -

equations on population and food supply, is a dynamic vari-
able, responding to all the economic impulses which bear
upon it. Hence, if there is any message which I should like to
pass on from my experiences, personal as well as profes-
sional, it is that farm land, like other economic phenomena,
should be analyzed critically. It should be treated neither as
an inanimate mass incapable of response, nor as an object
of fatuous speculation or miserliness. Both attitudes lead to a
level of productivity well below what nature has provided for
or, perhaps, intended.

Land Rent
As you have perhaps noted, there is a theme of optimism

running through my comments with respect to the land fac-
tor. Buttressing that optimism are studies on land rent (pay-
ment in cash or other values for use of the land) which show
that for 150 years or more agricultural rents as a percentage
of distributive shares of national income have been declin-
ing. Ricardo, at the beginning of the nineteenth century, de-
veloped a theory that population growth and shortage of land

Table 2. Income, food costs and farmland rents (8).

Amounts
(bil $)

1930
Relative to:

Amounts
(bil $)

1972
Relative to:

Income Food Costs
(°/O) (°/O)

Income Food Costs
( %) ( %)

Disposable income 75.0 100 797 100
Retail costs of U.S. farm foods 16.0 21 100 116 14.6 100
Farm value of these foods 6.3 8.4 40 39 4.9 34
Farmland rent 1.3 1.7 8 5.8 0.7 5



will force up the share of land rent, resulting in no money to
finance industrial growth. His prediction of economic stagna-
tion was not correct, neither was his prediction about the
increase in the share of rent of land. In the European agricul-
tural society at the end of the eighteenth century, 30 percent
of national income went to land rent (7). At present, it is not
more than 2 percent. Studies in Britain and the United States
disclose that distributive shares for all rents of 12 and 16
percent, respectively, at the beginning of this century de-
creased to less than 5 percent of GNP fifty years later. And,
less than 2 percent in both cases is attributed to the land
rents (2). But there still tend to be many rural and urban folk
who are inclined to exaggerate the importance of land rent.

Why, then, is there this sharp drop in the share of land
over the years? In the first place, it must be kept in mind that,
though there has been some growth in land quantity, the net
ultimate effect has been a reduction due to buildings, roads,
and other uses. Hence, agricultural land, which plays an
ever -smaller share of the production process, receives a
relatively ever -smaller share of the total income pie. A
second reason relates to the fact of substitutability of
other factors for land as its price increases, and vice versa.
In the case of a constant amount of land and growing

ir.

amounts of labor and capital, a high substitutability for land
by other factors will entail a declining share to land. A third
explanation is that production agriculture, or farming, re-
ceives a declining share of national income relatively as
nations industrialize. Agricultural income as a percentage of
total income in most heavily industrialized countries is below
10 percent and in the case of the United States is below 5
percent. This is another way of saying that the advance of
capital -using technology has been land- saving as well as
labor- saving. Finally, in some cases, governments have
intervened to control agricultural rents, preferring to subsi-
dize agriculture directly from their treasuries.

Despite a high rate of substitution, a shrinking agricultural
sector, and land- saving technology, some local situations
have occurred in which rents and prices have increased
quickly. In such cases subsidies and /or tax policies have
been used in a direct way to prevent rents from becoming
even higher.

In the United States presently farmland rent accounts for
only 5 percent of retail food costs and has been declining,
percentage -wise, over time (Table 2). Ted Schultz explains
"...that farmland rent is less than 1 percent in relation to our
disposable income. And, it should be kept in mind that a
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substantial part of this farmland rent is a return on the in-
vestments that have been made to improve the soil. In Great
Britain, from data now available, the farmland rent, including
building and land improvements, accounted for 40 percent of
the total factor costs in agriculture in 1885, and by 1965 it
had declined to 9 percent" (8).

For years Schultz has been emphasizing the importance
of human capital, agricultural research, and modern inputs
as ways to increase the world's supply of food. Harsh raw
land is what farmers have started with from the beginning of
time, he points out. And what are now highly productive
lands were, originally, very poor in quality.

Cropland Needs for Six Billion People
The question of land adequacy has been controversial for

decades. Wars over territory and space have been waged
for centuries. Critical economic analyses have been focused
on land needs, land productivity, and land economics since
World War II. A path- breaking effort in land economics was
made by Sir Dudley Stamp, who, with his 1950 Pattern
Foundation Lectures entitled Land for Tomorrow (9), set the
stage for more thorough examination by others, especially
the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations
(FAO). Stamp, one of the world's foremost authorities on
land use, concludes that in this time of crises (defined by a
decreasing mortality rate and rising birth rate not balanced
by food production), improved land use in the middle
latitudes holds the key to success. Abolition of trade
restrictions to distribute food to other parts of the world is
part of his solution. He strongly advocates a total world
survey of land use and land potential that would lead to more
meaningful cultivation in all regions. After carefully examin-
ing man's technical progress in farming, Stamp is cautiously
optimistic about man's ability to feed himself, but predicates
his optimism on our willingness to exploit our capabilities.

Like many other analyses since his, Stamp's thesis used
land as the fulcrum. He placed his hopes on temperate zone
farming, at least for the short run. The United States'
capacity to produce is the subject of periodic surveys.
Additional land has been brought back into cultivation since
1973 (estimates suggest more than 50 million acres) and by
1985 we can expect 25 -30 million more acres of cropland
bringing the total to about 385 million acres. With crop yields
for corn and soybeans increasing about 20 to 25 percent in
the next decade, all -out production could produce 9 billion
bushels of corn and 450 million bushels more soybeans by
the mid- 1970s. Other feed grains, wheat, and even cotton
production could show sizable increases.

I hasten to say that this jump in production is based on
some very important assumptions: (1) normal weather -
which is to say favorable weather, (2) no unduly restrictive
land use programs, (3) sufficient supplies of energy at
reasonable prices, and (4) market prices for farm products
which will encourage farm investments. I have no doubt but
that under the proper market conditions total output can be
increased substantially.

Various analyses, partial and total, with respect to the
world's land capabilities come to the same general conclu-
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Table 3. Actual and potential production for four major crops.'

Corn Soybeans Feed Grains Wheat

Pro- Pro- Pro- Pro -
Acres Yields duction Acres Yields duction Acres Yields duction Acres Yields duction

Years (mil) (bu /a) (bil bu) (mil) (bu /a) (bil bu) (mil) (t /a) (mil t) (mil) (bu /a) (bil bu)

1969 -71
average 58.7 82.2 4.8 42.1 27.4 1.2 100.4 1.18 182 46.1 31.9 1.5

1972 53.3 96.9 5.6 45.8 28.0 1.3 94.1 2.13 200 47.3 32.7 1.5
1973 61.5 93.8 5.8 56.2 28.5 1.6 102.4 2.05 210 53.7 32.2 1.7
1980 73.7 109.5 8.1 64.1 32.0 2.1 114.7 2.47 283 62.3 34.5 2.2
1985 75.5 120.0 9.9 65.7 34.5 2.3 115.7 2.72 315 62.3 36.6 2.3

Percentage increase in
potential production in
1985 over 1969 -71 average 53 52 58 65
I Adapted from Heady and Timmons (4), and from The Farm Index, Economic Research Service, USDA, Vol. XII, No. 12.

sions I have expressed and which I read into Stamp's
theory. One hastens to add that in most studies water is as
constraining a factor as land space as regards increased
production. Studies at Iowa State University have consist-
ently been in the forefront in demonstrating potential
production of food in the United States. Reference is made
again to the Heady and Timmons paper (Table 3). Given the
assumptions mentioned, average production in 1985 as
compared to the 1969 -71 average could increase 53 percent
for corn, 52 percent for soybeans, 58 percent for feed grains,
and 65 percent for wheat. These estimates provide some
general ideal of the magnitude of U.S. farm potential in the
near to intermediate future. The authors of these estimates
rightly point out that such potentials foreshadow possible
problems for U.S. agriculture if foreign and domestic
demands cannot absorb large increases in our production.

Studies of the land- population balance on a world -wide
basis take on a different tone. W.H. Pawley, long associated
with FAO, emphasizes the potential of the humid tropics and
irrigated areas to feed increasing numbers, possibly 36
billion people a hundred years hence. He bases these hopes
on the assumptions that (1) techniques have been found for
continuous cultivation of the soil in the humid tropics after
the tree cover has been removed, and (2) desalinization
costs for sea water will be economical and that power will be
cheap enough to pump the water hundreds of miles and lift it
to considerable heights (6). Both are heroic assumptions.
Perhaps this is why most of us tilt toward Stamp and others
who place more hope in production increases in traditional
midlatitude areas of farming. Pawley, however, is not
gushing with optimism. In fact, he is pessimistic and states
categorically that it is a fundamental mistake to link the
population question primarily to food supplies. He is more
concerned that unemployment, low productivity, and slow
growth will lead to chaos in areas such as India, even though
it may be possible to provide food for bare existence.

One other interesting analysis should be mentioned.
Dutch scientists recently completed a study entitled "Corn -

putation of the absolute maximum food production of the
world" (1). They classified the world into 222 broad soil re-
gions based on soil conditions and topography. Production
results were expressed in grain equivalents and, therefore,
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have only theoretical and physically- scientific value. Under a
variety of broad assumptions, they calculated theoretical
maximum production at 30 times present world production.
The authors hasten to say that, while such large increases
are possible, they " ... can never be obtained in practice
because of economic, social, or political limitations."

In a sense we are running out of land. But man, the biolog-
ical, economic and social animal, has always been running
out of land; spatially, economically, and politically. In the
economic sense I want to emphasize that there is a supply
price (a rent) required to bring additional land into produc-
tion. Much discussion (including that surrounding the "idle"
acres in the U.S. of the late 1960s) implies that, since there
is more land out there somewhere that is potentially cultivat-
able, it will automatically, and at zero, or low cost, come into
production. This thinking is dangerously misleading, even
though there is lots of land in the world that can be brought
into cultivation. Clearly, sizable investments may be required
in many instances and much of the land brought in will not be
initially as productive as land now in production.

Considering the above caution, I ask you to remember my
optimism built around the proposition that the relative
economic importance of farmland declines while human
capital (skills and knowledge) rises with economic growth
and the modernization of agriculture. The point is that
technical progress produces contrary results because the
forces that lead to the results are each other's opposite.
Good economics is capable of explaining even contrary
results. Theory is for explaining what happens. But predict-
ing certain matters, for example income shares, is presently
beyond our capabilities.
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The Nectar
Of the Moths...

NECTARILESS
COTTON

...Is aThing
Of the Past

by Richard L. Wilson
and F. Douglas Wilson*

Arizona's pink bollworm community is all a- buzz -or,
perhaps, all a- flutter would be more accurate -over news
that a change in their diet can reduce their numbers by as
much

Normal cotton plants contain nectaries, organs that se-
crete a liquid high in sugar, organs that supply nutrient to the
pink bollworm moth, organs that provide 9 -10 million feeding
sites per acre in the average cotton field for adult pink boll-
worms and other insects.

The nectaries are found on the undersides of leaves and
at the base of bracts that surround the fruiting parts of the
cotton, including the squares, flowers, and bolls.

What's happened is this: Plant geneticists have found a
way to eliminate those nectaries -every last one -and thus
have removed the sugars needed for maximum egg produc-
tion by the pink bollworm moth. Eggs do get laid of course,
but without the sugar the moths just aren't up for big produc-
tion numbers.

You could say, with some justification, that they're off their
feed.

Field tests in 1974, 1975, and 1976 on nectariless versus
nectaried cotton proves the point. In 1974, we compared 40
acres of an experimental strain of Deltapine 16 nectariless
cotton with an equal area of nectaried Deltapine 16 at Bruce
Church Farms near Parker, and both plots were sprayed for
pink bollworm control according to the grower's schedule.

In 1975 and 1976 we grew five acres each of nectaried
and nectariless Deltapine and Stoneville types at Tempe. No
insecticides were applied.

The results of the testing showed the number of pink
bollworms found in green bolls on nectariless cotton de-

Research entomologist and research geneticist, respectively, United States Dept. of Agricul-
ture Agricultural Research Service, Western Cotton Laboratory, Phoenix.




